Introduction
The central goal of this paper is to provide a mechanism of comparative quantification in the verbal domain, where the degree of comparison is associated with an event argument. The empirical data comes from the comparative construction in Japanese with sugiru, which is an intransitive verb meaning 'to pass, to exceed', as in (1)a. Sugiru can attach to an adjective or a verb and express excessiveness just like too in English, as in (1)b-c.
(1) a. Simekiri-ga sugi-ta. deadline-NOM exceed-PAST 'The deadline has passed.' b. Kono sukaato-ga naga-sugi-ru.
this skirt-NOM long-exceed-PRES 'This skirt is too long.' c. John-ga ne-sugi-ta.
John-NOM sleep-too much-PAST 'John slept too much.'
When -sugiru occurs with a measure phrase (MP), we observe strikingly different semantic interpretations depending where the MP appears. For instance, (2)a with the MP adjacent to the measured noun means that John overdid the reading of three particular books (read them too many times or for too long). In contrast, (2)b with the 'split' MP means that John read three more books than he was supposed to (e.g. he was supposed to read five, but ended up reading eight). One of the central questions addressed in this paper is how to obtain these two readings. I show that -sugiru in these examples involves comparative quantification in the verbal domain, which calls for a homomorphism (or a structure-preserving mapping) from events to anther domain. The difference comes from the fact that, in (2)b, the MP specifies that a homomorphism is from events to individuals (i.e. from reading events to books), while the MP in (2)a does not.
(2) a. John-ga [hon san-satu]-o kinoo yomi-sugi-ta. John-NOM [book three-CL(ASSIFIER)]-ACC yesterday read-exceed-PAST 'John read (the) three books too much yesterday.' b. John-ga hon-o kinoo san-satu yomi-sugi-ta. John-NOM book-ACC yesterday three-CL read-exceed-PAST 'John read three books too many yesterday.' Section 2 presents a brief summary of the previous studies on comparative constructions. In section 3, I show that -sugiru is a comparative quantifier which is analogous to too in English. I argue that -sugiru in the V-sugiru construction expresses excessiveness of 'events'. In section 4, I extend the proposed analysis to too many / too much in English. Section 5 is a conclusion of this paper.
Assumptions on Comparative Constructions

Adjectival Comparatives
This section briefly summarizes the existing analyses of adjectival comparatives (see also Kennedy 1999) . Gradable adjectives such as tall and dense denote relations between individuals and degrees, as in (3). They are monotone, satisfying the definition in (4). The LF and the compositional semantics of John is six feet tall are given in (5). The denotation of the MP six feet, which is a degree phrase (DegP), is a degree argument of type d, and it directly combines with the adjective. A DegP can be a complex predicate headed by -er, as in -er than six feet. The comparative morpheme -er is a determiner of type <dt,<dt,t>>, which takes two sets of degrees and compares the maximal values of these two sets, as in (6). 'max' is a function from a set D of degrees to the degree d in D such that, for all other degrees d' in D, d is greater or equal to d', as defined in (7) (cf. Rullmann 1995:54) . 
The -er comparative construction can have a differential MP (von Stechow 1984) , such as one inch in John is one inch taller than Mary. The denotation of -er that takes a differential MP is given in (9).
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The mathematical operations of subtraction (−) and equalization (=) require the three relevant degrees − that is, max(D'), max(D), and d − to be of the same sort, which excludes deviant examples like *John is two pounds taller than Mary, where degrees are not of the same sort. (
Comparative Quantification in the Nominal Domain
It has been argued that a complex determiner such as more than six is decomposed into MANY followed by the DegP -er than six. Hackl (2000) proposes the denotation of MANY in (11), where MANY takes a degree argument and yields the characteristic function of a set of individuals that are numerous to degree d. 4 In this analysis, what MANY does is to associate a degree argument with the cardinality of a (pluralized) individual x. (12) spells out the LF and the compositional semantics of more than six boys danced. The *-operator is an operator for semantic pluralization that applies to a one-place predicate P and generates all the individual sums of members of the extensions of P, as exemplified in (13) (Link 1983 
'The maximal degree d such that d-many boys danced exceeds six.' 
The Semantics of Too
In this section, I propose a (simplified) semantics of too, which later provides an adequate tool to express the parallelism between comparative quantifications in the nominal and verbal domains.
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Most notably, Heim (2000) and Meier (2003) consider the too construction as a comparison between two values, where the standard of comparison is modalized. In this paper, I pursue Heim's and Meier's idea that too is a comparison between two sets of degrees, but I will simplify their analysis by not modalizing the standard of comparison. Recall that -er expresses a comparison between two maximal values, one associated with a main clause and the other with a than-clause (see (6)). Like -er, too is a comparison between two maximal values. However, instead of the maximal value associated with a than-clause, too takes a context-sensitive value C provided by context, as in (14). For example, as in (15), the LF of John is too tall is analogous to the LF of -er comparatives (see (8), for instance). The sentence is true if the maximal degree d such that John is d-tall is greater than C (e.g. a standard degree of tallness).
Just like -er, too can occur in the nominal domain, as in too many boys danced in (16) (see section 4 for more examples). We saw in section 2.2 that more than six is decomposed to MANY and the DegP -er than six. The decomposition of too many is obvious from the surface syntax: many and the DegP too.
The Semantics of -Sugiru 'to exceed' as a Comparative Quantifier
We are now ready to examine the data with -sugiru in Japanese. In section 3.2, I propose an analysis for -sugiru when it attaches to an adjective. By assuming that the denotation of -sugiru in this sequence is analogous to that of too in English, we obtain correct interpretations of the sentences. In section 3.3, I discuss examples where -sugiru attaches to a verb. I claim that -sugiru is decomposed into two parts: a part which expresses excessiveness as DegP too and a part which relates degrees with events (cf. MANY in (11)). I further argue that there is a homomorphism from events to other domains such as times, paths, individuals, etc.
Syntactic Assumptions
Before examining the semantics of -sugiru, some syntactic assumptions need to be stated. I assume that verbs have an extra slot for the event argument (Davidson 1967) . Moreover, I adopt Kratzer's (1996, to (Sugioka 1985 , Kageyama and Yumoto 1997 , Koizumi 1998 . In contrast, -sugiru with an adjective first combines with the adjective, and the complex predicate adjective+-sugiru combines with the subject. This is analogous to too in English whose structure is given in (19)a. Indeed, in section 3.2, I claim that -sugiru with adjectives is semantically the same as too in English. Thus, I assume the structure in (19) However, the sentential complement lacks a degree argument; it simply denotes a set of John's-going-shopping events of type <v,t>. To obtain the relevant interpretation, we need to somehow express '(lit.) John go shopping d-many times'. I argue that this is possible by introducing a component which associates a degree with an event introduced by a sentential complement. This component is analogous to MANY in (11): a complex determiner more than six is decomposed into DegP -er than six and MANY that associates a degree with individuals, which makes the comparative quantifier combinable with the nominal predicate (e.g. boys in more than six boys).
Similarly, in the verbal domain, -sugiru is semantically decomposed into two parts, as in (24) Although a decomposition of a complex determiner such as more than six is morpho-syntactically transparent (more = many + -er), -sugiru does not have a morphological realization of the relevant two parts, i.e. MANY and TOO. However, this is true not just for Japanese, but also for languages like Spanish. As shown in (27)a, demasiado is a comparative quantifier like too in English. It can combine with a nominal predicate, as in (27)b, or with a verbal predicate, as in (27) Note that µ cannot always apply to events directly. What is relevant for us here is Krifka's (1989) claim that temporal adverbials like for three hours in 'John slept for three hours' cannot measure events directly, but they can measure entities which bear a relation to events, most notably times. That is, for three hours indirectly measures the sleeping event by measuring the run time of the event. Formally, he assumes that there is a homomorphism h from events E to event run times T, with h(e 1 ∪ E e 2 ) = h(e 1 )∪ T h(e 2 ), where ∪ E and ∪ T are sum operators for events and times, respectively.
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In the same vein, in (31)a, the John's-sleeping event per se cannot be directly measured by µ: temporal-length, but its run time can. Thus, µ applies to run times mapped from events by h. Likewise, in (31)b, µ: spatial-length applies to paths mapped from events by h.
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Let us now examine the compositional semantics of (31)a spelled out in (33). As discussed in section 2.2, the mathematical operations (− and =) in (33)b require the three relevant degrees, i.e. max(D), C, and 3 hours, to be of the same sort. Since 3 hours is a temporal expression, max(D) and C must also be temporal expressions. D in max(D) is saturated by a set of degrees in (33)a, hence max(D) would be max{d: ∃e[Agent(e)=j ∧ *sleep(e) ∧ µ(e)=d]}, as in (33)c. For max(D) to express a time, the relevant measure function must be µ: temporal-length. As discussed shortly above, µ: temporal-length cannot directly apply to events, but to times. Thus, in (33)c, a homomorphism h from events to temporal traces is introduced by a type-mismatch rule, yielding the sub-formula µ(h(e))=d. The same analysis obtains for (31)b, where the relevant measure function is µ: spatial-length, which requires a homomorphism from events to their paths. In sum, in (29) and (31), the differential MPs (san-kai 'three times', san-jikan 'three hours', san-mairu 'three miles') indicate which measure function µ is needed. If µ cannot directly apply to events, we need to introduce a homomorphism from events to other domain where µ is applicable:
(34) a. three times → µ: cardinality-of-events, no h required b. three hours → µ: temporal-length, h from events to temporal traces c. three miles → µ: spatial-length, h from events to paths It is predicted that, without differential MPs, we obtain an ambiguity of interpretation: when a measure function is not specified by a differential MP, there should be some flexibility in choosing which measure function is relevant. This prediction is borne out, as in (35), which corresponds to (31). For instance, (35) 
Homomorphism to Individuals
There is yet another possible interpretation of the V-sugiru construction, as in (37)a, where the sentence has the reading that John read too many books. The availability of this reading becomes apparent in (37)b, where san-satu 'three-CL(ASSIFIER)' specifies the number of books that were excessive. I propose to analyze (37)b in a way parallel to the previous examples, treating the MP 'three-CL' as a differential MP, which is the argument of -sugiru. Based on the discussion in section 3.3, 'three-CL' as a differential MP should express which measure function is called for. It is well known that numerals in Japanese must be followed by a classifier, i.e. a morpheme that indicates the semantic class of the host noun in terms of shape, size, animacy, etc. (Downing 1996) . A classifier phrase such as san-satu 'three-CL' necessarily express the cardinality of individuals of a certain kind (cf. Krifka 1995 It follows that, in (38)c, µ(e)=d needs to be type-shifted to µ(h(e))=d, where h is a homomorphism from reading events to books. As a result, µ: cardinality-of-individuals applies to books, correctly yielding the degree d that expresses a cardinality of books. I argue that the two sentences differ in how the MP san-satu 'three-CL' is syntactically combined with the rest of the sentence. In (37)b, the MP is a differential MP taken as an argument of -sugiru, which signals that the relevant measure function is µ: cardinality-of-individuals, as shown in (40). Thus, the MP denotes an excessive amount of books. In contrast, in (39), the MP forms a nominal constituent with its host NP, as shown in the structure in (40); hence the sentential complement VoiceP of -sugiru is a non-split MP construction denoting 'John read (the) three books'. If there is no overt differential MP, the excessiveness of -sugiru can be associated with any degree compatible with a reading-three-books event (see (35)). For instance, the measure function can be cardinality-of-events, in which case a homomorphism is not necessary ('John read (the) three books too many times'), or it can be temporal-length, which involves a homomorphism from events to their run times ('John read (the) three books for too long'). Crucially, it cannot be cardinality-of-individuals: the non-split MP in a sentential complement expresses
